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SUMyi^Y fiSTD CONCmSTO^S

This report presesits tvo nev count 'Strength-product squations for
predicting skein strength cf carded varp singles yam of any si^e over a
wide range vith special referent' e to ciirrent connnersial production of
American cottcsa. The new equatio&s ajre "better adapted for predicting
strength of yam processed from the general run of American upland cottons
in current commercial production than are 3ia?llar count -strength-product
equaticns published previoiisly ty tne Cotton Plvlsion of the U. S.

Departjnent of A^ic\U.ture.

A rafidcus check of comparative prediction values of yam strength
for some later Joaanarciai cottcns (crop years 195-:? 1952 ? and 1953) has
shown the predictiorx ya-lxieid obtained "by the -^ew eq,uatioQS to "be^ on the
average, 5 to 10 percent closer to actual values than those obtained "by

the former equations. Moreover, the precision of yam-strength predic-
tions famished by the tke-f equations is approxiaiately the same for
early season, midseascsi, or iate-seascxi harvested cottons* Iliis was not
the case with the former equations.

One of the cwo new equations reported here includes six factors
of raw-cotton quality: Grade index, upper half mean lengthy length
uniformity ratio, fiber fineness (weight per inch), fiber strength, and
percentage of mature fibers (standard i!jethod)o The other equation con-
tains the three most important fiber properties to yam strength^ namely,
upper half mean leagth, fiber strength, and fiber fineness

»

The new equatlcne were developed from data representing a total
of dk2 commercial cottons, grown in approximately 100 selected cotton
improvement groups across the U. S. CottoTi Belt^ for the 3 crop years
of 19^8, 19^9 > aad 1950« A total of 3^267 lots of yam, iranging in
sizes from l^s to 60Sj was used ia the analyses. All yams were of a
warp type of catistructicn and possessed a semihard twist. The princi-
pal varieties of cot^or* grown in current coimereial productior^ were
included in this study.. All cottoas i^ere grown ^ har^^ssted. and ginned
under comoiersial ccridlticias ider.tified with their respective growth
areas. Three lo^s of cotter^ representing early^ mldseaso^, end late-
season samples were obtained from each growth locality.

The degree of multiple relatioaghips existing between the factors
of raw-cottcG quality and r^ount-strength product In the two eqi^ations
here presented are shown by the sxatletical values lis^ed, The results
obtained frcas using, as Indeir^ndeat variables, the 3 scat important
fiber properties to icunt-strsngtk product are al22&st ae good as those
with all 6 cottcm-quality factors, the coefficieEi'S of oorrel^tiora (1)
being Oe896 in the c^ase of th© 3 facterg and Oo907 wkexi the 6 factors
are used, 'Rie correlatian Yaliies obtainsd ¥lth this large series of
coMDercial cottcass gro'^Ti over wi^e aieaa across the Uo So Cotton Belt
are not as good as eoioe prg^'lons ortes obtained with cottais from certain
experiment stati<^ anrual variety test series.
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The standard error of prediction (S) of co-!;;.nt-strene'th prodxxot or
yarn strenf-th is almost as pood for the 3 iiber-propert;/ equation as for
the 6 auality-factor equation. It is ^ 16^ csp units or 7,3 percent for

the former and _+ 1.^6 csp units or 6.9 percent for the latter. Thcsa
figures indicate the ranrre within rhich, on the average, two-"* bird? cf the
actual values of count-streni[r*:h product or yarn strength would be e:)q)eeted

to occur in relation to the prodicteu values.

The averag3 net contribution of the respective factors to count-
strength product of all yarn sizes collectively for the 8142 cottons frorri

the 19h8-^0 crop years are shovm by the beta coefficients and by the
percentage values listed. The three most important fiber properties in
this respect, listed in order of their contribution, were as fclloHs;
upprr half mean lenrth, fiber strenjTth, and fiber fineness. Length
uniformity ratio, rrade index, and percentage of mat^nx fibers cau.?ed

relatively small measurable effects on count-strsngth product.

An illus"! rrtion of the calculations necessary for predicting
skein strength of any size of yarn is sho'.m i or one of the count-strength-
product equations. For the same accuracy of sampling, fiber measure-
ments, yarn tests, and general range of cotton quality, the level of
yam-strength predictions derived by use of the equations reported here
may be expected to varyscmevjhat from the actual yarn-strength values
obtained for other cottons, as influenced by the processing organization,
the yarn construction, and the yarn-twist rnultiplier used.

After several trial detenrinations, if the yiirn-strength predictions
obtained by use of one of the equations presented in this report diff'?^*

more or less consistently from actual yarn-strength values, the future
prediction values can be adjusted to the level of fiber te.Tts, textile
processing, yarn 3tru.cture, and yarn tTrist by ircr^a^ing or dec re:.,.: in rj

them by whatever percentage found necessary. This procedure gives
needed flexibility to the application of such prediction equations and,

jn turn, enables the prediction values so obtained to possess more
practical meaning and significance under diverse conditions than other-
wise vrould be possible.
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I>!PRO\^Er EQUATIONS FOR PREDICTINa SKEIN STRENGTH OF CARDED
YARN iriTH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO CURRENT C0IIT-:FRCIAL

PRODUC'I'ION OF A>!ERICAN COTTON

By Robert ¥o Webb, cotton technologist.

Cotton Divisjon, Agricultural Marketing Service

BrrRODUCTION

Equations for predicting yarn strength on the basis of measurable
fiber properties and other fac^ors of quality representing various kinds

of cotton are the subject of continuing studies by the Cotton Division
of the Agricultural Marketing Service o Such equations and related
information der^ved from these studies are helpful to the cotton trade

and textile industry in choosing cottons best suited to the manufacture
of specific products and for meeting various levels of product quality

o

From this series of relationship studies on cotton fiber proper-
ties, 18 previous reports (8 through 25) 1/ were published o The broad
problems and objectives underlying these studies j as well as the bene-
fits expected from the development and application of such information,
were discussed in a report issued by the Departm.ent of Agriculture
in 19h7 (7)

o

Two count-strength-product equations for use in predicting skein
strength of any size of carded warp singles yam on the basis of measured
fiber properties identified vjith American upland cotton were published in
reports (8) and (18) o One of those equations included 6 factors of raw-
cotton quality and the other, the 3 most important fiber properties to
yarn strength (fiber length, fiber strength, and fiber fineness) » Those
predicting equations were developed from data representing 828 lots of

cotton grown in experiment station annual variety test series and in
selected cotton improvement groups during the 3 crop vears of 19^5 j 19li6,

and 19li7o

Ii/hen applying those equations to commercial American cottons
representing current varieties^ grcirth conditions, and various dates of
hainresting as well as prevailing harvesting methods and ginning condi-
tions, it was found that the predicted values of yam strength generally
exceeded the actual yarn-strength values obtained, and in many cases,
the disparities were unduly large o More particularly, it was observed
that the predicted values generally exceeded the actual values to a
larger degree in the case of midseason cottons as compared with early

1/ Underscored numbers In parentheses refer to Literature Cited p„ IS,
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season cottons, aad th© predict©d values generally ©xceeded th© actual
values to a greater da^se for late seas^i cottcxis than for mideeason
cottons o Interest, thereforcj, centers in th© cause or causes for such
differences between predicted and actual yam-strength values as related
to date of harvesting, and in the development of jaredicting eqLuations
that are "better adapted to current commercial production of American
cottcEi representing the entire harvesting season

«

Examining the data which served as the basis for th© count-
strength-product equations previously published, several coaditians were
present which probably caused the ©levat«*d bias in yam-strength predic-
tions observed in connection with more recent commercial cottons repre-
senting various dates of harvesting. In the first place, 58^ of the
total 828 cottons involved in the 19^5J+7 series, or 70 percent of them,
were obtained from the experiment statical annual variety test series and,
thereby, represented better than average corcnercial growth conditions,
care of cultivation, and method of harvesting. A number of those samples
also represented special varieties, strains, and selections that never
reached commercial production for agronomic or other reasons. Thus, only
30 percent of the cottons in that series may be said to have represented
commercial cottons in the generally accepted sense.

Moreover, 90 percent of the cottons with which the previous count-
strength- product equations were Identified represented early season picking;
only 10 percent of them represented midseason picking; and no late-aeaa<m
samples were included , The effects of all of the foregoing factors con-
sidered collectively wouM seem to offer sufficient explanation for the
relatively hig^ predictions of yam strength that generally were obtained
when the former count -strength-product equations were applied to current
American cottons in commercial production, and for the increasing dis-
parities observed with midseason and late -season cottons over those with
early harvested samples*

In an effort to provide count-8trength»product equations capable of
furnishing better predictions of yam strength for current American cotteas
in commercial production than can be don© by such equatians as are nc>f

available, two new eqLuations have been developed* The new predicting
equations, together with their expected precision of yam-atrength estimates
and other evaluations of the relationships embraced by the two equations,
are presented in this raport. Practical use of one of the equations is

illustrated in workable detail.

SAMPLES, TESTS AND DATA

The fiber, spinning, and yam-strength tests on the cottons used
in these analyses were BKide in the laboratories of the Cotton Division,
Agricultural Marketing Service^ at Clemson, S, Ce, and at College Station,
Tex,
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The fiber and yam-strength data which served as the basis of this
study are contained in publications \3)$ (W* and (5)o

Cottons « All cottons were of the American upland type and they were
grown commercially in selected cotton improvement gro\ips across the U, Se

Cotton Belt, within their general area of growth adapation, for the 3 crop
years of 19hQ through 1950o Each variety and location of growth were repre-
sented by early season, midseason, and late-season samples » The cottons

also r^resented hand picked and mechanical methods of harvesting, and they
were ginned on commercial saw gins serving the respective cotton improvement
groups

,

Sampling « Classing samples weighing Ii to 6 ounces were assembled
for the most frequently occurring grade and staple-length groups of each
selected cotton improvement area, until 8 to 10 pounds of raw cotton had
been accumulated«

The original grade and staple length designations, v^ich served as

the basis for selecting and compositing the comparable lots of cotton for
test purposes, were those assigned to the individual sangDles of raw cotton
by cotton specialists of the U, S', Department of Agriculture, Classifi-
cation of the samples was made in accordance with official standards for
staple length and grade, as described for American upland cotton in the
publication entitled "The Classification of Cotton" (2)»

As a result of the method used for selecting the samples, not all
of the range of grades and staple lengths appearing in each cotton improve-
ment area was represented by the test cottons

o

Processing e Details as to the processing procedure by which the
cottons were converted into yams may be found in the reports setting forth
the fiber and spinning test results (3)d (h)§ and (5)o Report (6) describes
the service testing of cotton by the tTotton Division, including not only
processing procedures and waste analyses but also fiber, yam and fabric

In brief, all the cottons used in this study were processed through
the picker and card by the same standard procedure, and with the same set-
tings and speeds. The cottons for the 2 crop years of 19h.8 and 19h9 were
processed at one rate of card production which was 9-1/2 pounds per hour;
those for 1950 were carded at one of 3 different rates of production,
depending upon the length of the individual cotton, Cottore of 1^/16 inch
and shorter in staple length were carded at 12-1/2 pounds per hour; those
from 31/32 inch through I-I/I6 inches were carded at 9-1/2 pounds per hourj
and those from l-=3/32 iixhes through 1-l/u inches were carded at 6-1/2 pounds
per houre
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The fact that a snail proportion of the cottcsns vera carded at
soffievha,t different ratds of production did not influence the statistical
values obtained from the correlation analyses to any appreciable degree.
As shown in report (23) , it waa found that different rates of card pro-
duction, ranging even from 2,0 to 15»5 pounds per hour, did not cause
the strength of various sizes of carded yam to vary with any statistical
significance.

All yams frcai all ccttons vere processed from long-draft roving
by long-draft spinning equipment; they represented a warp-type of con-
struction, and possessed a semihard twi^at. The twist multipliers varied
with the upper half mean length of the cottons, the one selected for
each cotton being that which gave approximately the maximum yam strength
for an average or typical cotton of the particular classified lengths.

The twist multiplier used in each case, therefore, was not selected to
compensate for the influence of other fiber properties involved but repre-
sented an empirical selection.

Fiber properties . Six elements of raw -cotton quality were used as
independent variables in this atudy, as follows:

Upper half mean length, in Inches, as determined by
the Fibrograph method <.

Length uniformity ratio, index, as determined by
the Fibrograph*

Fiber fineness, in micrograms per inch, as evaliiated

by the Micrcnalre method.

Fiber strength, in terms of 1,000 pounds per square
inch, as determined by the Pressley tester.

Percentage of mature fibers, as classified and counted
on the baeie of 2-to-l lumen to wall ratio, after they
had been permitted to swell in an l8-percent sodium
hydroxide solution

»

Grade of cotton, expressed as an index.

Grade Index was used in this study, as explained in the report of

this series having to do with the strength of 22s yam, regular draft (^)
The conversion chart for obtaining grade index values of samples of raw

cotton, corresponding to various grade desigiations originally assigned,

was shown in previous reports of this series.

The fiber tests relating to the data used in these analyses were

those described in the publication entitled ''Gotten Testing Service" (6)

and covered isore in detail by ASIM Standards on Textile Materials (l)^
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All flhar tests were made imder controlled atmospheric conditions
with a temperature of 70°F. + 2° and a relative humidity of 65 percent + 2

percent according to AS'M specifications (1),
""

Yarn slze o Yam size, expressed in terms of the generally used or
so-called Engli¥h yam numbers for cotton, was included as the seventh
Independent variable in the multiple correlation analyses, when count-
strength product of various yam sizes was used as the dependent variable

o

For the 19^8 cotton, k sizes of yam were spun from each sample

«

All the cottons were spun into l4s, 22s, and 36s yam^ The finest yam
spun from each cotton was either 60s, 50s, or kk-Bf depending upon the

resi)ective staple lengths of the cottons* Data representing aH yajm
sizes processed from all cottons were used in the analyses.

For the l^k^ cottons, all samples were spun into l^s, 22s, 36s,

and 50s yam^ Data representing all yam sizes processed from all
cottons were used in the analyses.

For the I95O cottons, either 3 or * sizes of yam were spun from
each cotton 5 All the cottons were processed into 22s and 36s yam« The
finest yam spun from each sample was either 50s or 36s, and the coajrsest

yam processed from each sample was either 22s or l4s, depending upon the

respective staple lengths of the cottceiSo Data representing aH yam
sizes processed from aU cottons were used in the analyses.

Yam strength s Conventional skein-strength tests of all yams
were made according to the generally adopted procedure described in AS1M
Standards on Textile Materials (1) and referred to in Cotton Testing
Service (6), and expressed in terms of pounds

,

Values for count-strength product were obtained by multiplying
the individual yam strengths by their respective yam sizes, and ex-
pressing the results in terms of count-strength-product imitSe

All yam-strength tests were made \mder the same controlled
atmospheric conditions, as specified by PSW. for fiber and yam test-
ing, namely, a temperature of 70*^» + 2° and a relative humidity of 65
percent a 2 percent,

"

STATISTICAL ANAUSES

This report covers results obtained from multiple correlation
analyses^ representing a total of 8k2 cottons and 3? 267 lots of yam,
ranging in size from l^s to 60s, crop years 19^8-50^ Using 6 elements
of raw-cotton quality, as previously referred to, and using the 3 most
important fiber properties to yam strength, 2 multiple correlation
analyses were made with count-strength product of all yam sizes spun
from all cottons

o

The nature and scope of the data which served as the basis of
these correlation analyses are indicated by the values shown in table 1,
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Bie sa2Ee general pattern of statistical analjses was followed in
this study as that followed in all previous studies of this series. For
more detailed informatiosi with regard to the statistical tsnae, measures,
and techniques applied, see appendixes and literature citations in ^he
first and third reports (10), (12),

Beta coefficients and percentage values calctilated frcaa them were
used to evaluate the relative net contrihution or importance of the fiher
properties to count-strangth product, instead of partial correlaticc
coefficients as vas loae in the early studies of this series. The reason
for the change in method was explained in report (l6)

»

All statistical values reported herein are so-called corrected ones,
as oTjtained from multiple linear correlation analyses <> No curvilinear cor-
relation analyses were xisade in this instance "because of the general ranges
of cotton quality factors involved in this stvaiy and "because previous curvi-

linear analyses in this series of studies have given no "better results with
yam strength than did lineax correlation analyses.

EQUATIC^S FOE PRmiCTING SKEIN STRENGIB OF CARDED
YARN OF ANY SIZE ON THE BASIS OF PAW-COTTON

QUALITY MEASUREMENTS AND YARN SIZE

The equatioQS for predicting skein strength of cottosi yams en the
"basis of certain elements of raw-ccttoa quality^ as covered in this report,
refer to carded warp yams, processed cm. loeig draft equipment, and posses-
sing a semi -hard twist. No analyses have "bean made with slngie-straad
strength of yams and no analyses have "been included for yams processed
on regular-draft equipaiCTito

The yam-strength predictioais obtained for other cottons "by use of
the equations and procedures recommended in this report should he relatively
accurate, as expressed in terms of the fi"ber tests^ textile processing,
and yam structure used in the lahoratories of the Cotton Division,
Agricultural Marketing Service, For the same accuracy of sampling, fi'ber

measurements j, aad yam tests, however, the level of yam-strength pre-
dictions derived "by use of the equations reported hers may "be expected to
vary somewhat from the actual yam-str«igth values obtained "by others from
other cottons, as influenced by the textile-processing organization used
and by the aa^ount of twist in the yams.

After several trial determinations, however, if one finds that the
yam-strength predictions obtained by use of the equations presented in
this report consistently differ from his actual yam-strength values, he
can adjujst his future predictions to his level of fiber tests, textile
processing, yam struct-ure, and yam twist by increasing or decreasing
them by wha-^ever percentage he finds to "be necessary^ Obviously, it
would be iapractisal to develop such equations for predicting yam
strength that would represent each and every one of the many processing
organizations and yam structures available in the textile industry.
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But, "by following th© procedure of adjuatrnt/iit of yarn-strength pre-
dictions Buggettted above, more flexibility is given to the available
equations than otherwise would "b-^ possible, and the individual needs of
different cotton spinners are bettor seized in maintaining quality control
and ifteeting specificaticxis of manufactured products. Thus, the two
equations reported here can be £?o used in a manner by suppleniontal pro-
cedure as to sorvu satisfactorily moat practical probJi'ias and purposes
ccmiectwd with skein strength of carded cotton yam, and more particularly
carded warp yam.

Prediction of yam^strength by co\mt-strength>product equations ..

The equation for predicting directly the skein strength of any size of
cai"dad ©ingLts yam fron 10s to 6O3 on the basis of 6 eleraents of raw-
cottcsi quality, as adapted more partic\ilar3y to current commercial pro-
duction of /jaerican upland cotton, represents dk2 selected commercial
cottona covering a wide range of quality and 3^267 lots of yam extanding
from 1^3 to 60s, crop yeai-s 1948 through I95O, That equation is listed
as follows;

X^i = -2,939.560 .. 17,636X1^1 + 6.319X88 > 2,126,621+XiY + 19.-4l6Xi9

- 131.902X^^+ 3'526x + 20.889X^^

Where Xn^ = estimated count-strength product, in csp vmits

X. , = size of yarn, as yam number

Xqq = grade of cotton, as an index

X,„ = upper half mean length, in inches

X,g = uniformity ratio, as an index

^^lOlj.
~ ^^^^^ weight per inch, in micrograms

X-er = percentage of matvure fibers

X^- = fiber strength (Preseley), in 1,000 lb. per sq, in«

By using the three most important fiber properties, as revealed by
the beta coefficients derived from the analysis of the data from which
the above equation was derived, the follovring equation was developed;

X91 = -1,303.504 ~ 17,590X41 + 2,428.474Xiy - 59^786X104 + 22.964X33

As may be noted from the symbols previously defined, the four inde*
pendent variables used in the above equation are yam size, upper half mean
length, fiber fineness (weight per inch), and fiber strength. The three

variables omitted in this instance are percentage of mature fibers, uni-

formity ratio, and grade*
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The standard error of prediction of count-strength product with

the e.qvT.tnon •us^'p.f' 6 ''ottcn quality factor? ds + l^'6o?6 csp units or 6691
percent, the latter of whjch is based on the mean count-strenrth prodvct

for the 3,2^7 lots of i^-^rn representing the entire serjes of 8Ii2 cottons

»

The correspond: n? standard error of prediction by ^he 3 '^ost -inportsnt

fiber r>roperties to connt-stren.?th product is + 165 o6l csp units or 7e31
percent. Thus, the difference between the tvio""standard errors of pre-
diction identified with those two equations is only + 9o05 csp units or
O.IiO percent. For all practical purposes, this is a''relatively s^all

and negligible difference©

Ctl the basis of the standard errors of prediction referred to

above and other statistical values presented later in this paper, it is

evident that the equation inclucdnFT the 3 most important fiber properties
should rive practically as relieble predictions of count-strength product
or yarn strength of various sizes 3s the equation including: all 6 cotton-
qr.alitv faotorso Tiiis is a matter of considerable importance from the
str'indpcint of require'' laboratory work and statistical calculatncns, and
causes a saving of the time and expense necessary for making the rather
slow and laborious test for fiber mat^irityo

Compr.rative precision of yarn-strenrth predictions identified with
coiint-sti-'--n^th-product ano incivi^ual yarn-size Gquations o As discussed
in" report (It;), one of the principal objectives of that study was to
develop an all-purpose equation rather than equations for specific sizes
of 7;-arn, r.uch as 22s and 5^'So With equations for individual ys.rn sizes,
cubseqnent and supplemental use of a conversion formula also is r^^qijircd

in order to obtain predictions of strenp-th of sizes of yarn other than
that for wh-^ch -^he equation was developed©

The c^nparative predictions and differences shown in report (iB)

indicate that the count-strenpth-product eqiiation fives practicall%'" tne
5'me r'rec-'s-'on of prediction as do the equations for specific 77am sizes
used either separately cr in conjunction vTith a conversion formulao A
tendency, however, is notice'-' for the latter method to yield yam-strenrth
est.i^a-^-ec sl^fhtlv more accurate But, on an average, +he standard error
is only -^^ Oo23 pound m.ore for the count-strenpth-product equation than
foi* the eq"5ations developed for 22s end ^Os yarn, used either separately
or in conjunction with the conversion formulae For lUs yarn, the standard
error with the count-strenpth-product equation is + Oel'O pound inore; for
22s, + O0O7 pound more; for 36sj + OdO pound more; for liLs, + 0,.5l4 pound
more; for '^Os, + Oo26 pound more^^and for 60s, there is no difference

«

Such sm.all disparities, for all practical purposes, maj- be disregarded*

Thus, on the basis of the comparative statistical values cited
above, it is apparent that there is a very close agreement in th.e results
by the two methods of calculating yarn-strength predictions «, However,
by the count-strength-product r^thod, only one equation is necessary for
an:/ size of yarn over a wide range; by the strengtri equations for specific
sizes of "am, two cr more equations are necessary as well as a conversion
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formula. For broad and practical purposes j, therefore ^ a count-strength-
product equation possesses distinct advantages over several individual
yarn-size equations for predicting the strength of various sizes of yarn.

Meaning of values in predicting equations . The equations reveal
the mathematical evaluation of the multiple relationships existing, on
the average 5 between the measures of various factors used in the respec-
tive analyses o The values that go to make up a particular equation are
relative throughout and comparative within themselves o The values for
the respective regression coefficients, however, are not strictly com-
parable from equation to equation because of the fact that the level of

the regression values in each equation is identified with the value
shown for the constant factor of each equation, and those values differ
appreciably in various equations

o

Pertinent information bearing on the multiple relationships oc-
curring between the variables considered in the respective analyses
may be obtained from the regression equations. This is possible because
respective regression coefficients in such equations serve to indicate
directly the amount of change in a particular dependent variable caused,
on the average, by one unit increase in each independent variable. The
sign attached to a regression coefficient signifies "v^ether a unit
increase in the value of an independent variable produces an increase or
decrease in the scale of values for the dependent variable

o

In examining and comparing the values of the regression coef-
ficients listed in the two equations presented, it should be remembered
that different units of measurement necessarily had to be used for the
various independent variables included in the statistical analyses 3 as

shown in the following tabulations

Independent variables Unit of measurement

vJI/SQ-C ox C 0X»X»0X1 cooooooooaoooooooooocoooooosX XnOSX lUiXT/

Upper half mean length «.<,,oo.>)»o»o<.<.» = oooo,l inch
Length uniformity ratio »,,,., ,0. 000, »=,. col index unit
Fiber fineness ooo»<,ooouo,,<,oo«ooo<,.oocooc.ool micrograin per inch
Percentage of mature fibers o ,,0 » » o 0000 00 0,1 percent
-^ lOcr S L»r6ri^0n oooooooooi^o^oooooooooooooooo Q l. g J\J\J XOo p©J/ 0(^0 lllo

XcU^ii oX26 ooooooooooooci»«oo»oooooooo*&eoooo'5l- v3m mXTTlDSi

As shown above, the unit of measurement for upper half mean length
is 1 inch. Therefore, if the effect of upper half mean length on a
dependent variable is desired in terms of the more conventional units
of 1/32-inch, as generally used in the cotton trade and textile industry^
the regression coefficients shown in equations for the length factor
should be divided by 32, No further calculations or adjustment, however,
are needed in connection with any of the other regression coefficients.
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In this connection^ it should be emphasized that, when a predicting
equation is said to represent the average relations of cotton fiber pro-
perties to count-strength product, yam strength, yam appearance or
number of neps per unit of area in card web, it does not precisely possess
that meaning- Rather, such an equation represents the average relations
of the measures used for the respective fiber properties to the measure
used for the dependent variable^ There is an important distinction between
those two concepts. Thus, when varying numbers and combinations of factors
are used in correlation anal3rses, when different or alternative measures are
included as respective independent and dependent variables, and when differ-
ent series of cottons vary appreciably in their ranges and distributions of
fiber properties, fluctuations in predicting equations and associated sts.-

tistical values occur and never can be avoided^ Inconsistency in such
findings, therefore, is consistency under those conditions

c

ILLUSTRATION OF CALCULATIONS NECESSARY
FOR PREDICTING YARN STRENGTH

The method of predicting yam strength by one of the two over-all
count-strength'product equations developed from 3j267 lots of yarn repre-
senting 81i2 cottons, crop year 19h8«50^ is described beloWo The fiber
data used in this example represent the first cotton listed in that series*

Calculations are illustrated in this instance for predicting the
strength of li sizes of carded warp singles yarn, namely, llis, 22s, 36s,
and 60so Predictions of strength for any size of yarn, however, may be
obtaired by the same procedu.re, except care must be exercised to multi-
ply the factor of - 17=636 in the case of the 6-fiber property equation,
or - 17o5'90 in the 3-fiber property equation, by the particular size of
yam in question

»

The equation used in the example cited includes 6 elements of
cotton quality and yarn size, as follows:

^l " -2,939.56 + 6o32X3g + 2,126,62X17 + 19M\^ = 131o90X3^pj^

+ 3o53X^^ + 20089X33 « 17o6hXm

\^xere Xi» - predicted yam strength

Substitutions are made in the equation, as follows 1

Xgg - lOh, grade index corresponding to Strict Middling

X^^ - lc08, upper half mean length, in inches

%9 " ^'^* uniformity ratio, as an index

^lOli
" ^"^ fineness of fiber, in micrograms per inch

X3^ - Shg percentage of mature fibers

X33 - 9h» tensile strength of the fibers, in terms of
1^000 Ibo per sq^ ino

l\^l ^ Size of yam (lis, 22s, 36s, 60s)
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EVAIU'lTION OF THE RELATIONS OF THE FACTORS
INCLUDED IN THE TWO NEW EQUATIONS

The degree of multiple relationships existing between the factors
included in the 2 equations here reported, as based on 3*26? lots of yarn
representing 8ii2 cottons, crop years IpiiS-^O, is shown by the statistical
values listed below

g

Statistical values Analysis i ncluding
^"^ality 3 fiber
factors propert ies

Oc907 0„896
82o33 80„23

^156 o 56 ^165<.61

+ 6,91 * 7o31

Coefficient of correlation (R)

Percentage of variance explained {!^ x lOO)
Standard error of prediction (S)j, csp units
Standard error of prediction (S)^ percent

As will be noted, the two sets of corresponding statistical values
shown above are very similar in magnitude whether 6 cotton-quality factors
or the 3 most important fiber properties to count-strength product "were

used in the multiple correlation analysiSo The value of 0,907 for the coef-
ficient of correlation (R) for the 3 crop years of I9I18-5O5 however ^ was
slightly smaller than that obtained for each of the first 2 crop years
included in the over-all analysiso Referring to publication (8)5, it will
be seen that the coefficients of correlation (V.) showed values with 6 cotton-
quality factors in relation to count-strength product for the indivirJual

crop years as follows, 0„9ii5 in 19U8, 0,9ii2 in 19ii9<, and 0<,90i; in 1950o
It does not necessarily follow, however, that the value of the correlation
coefficient (!?) for the 3 crop years combined should equal the arithmetic
mean value of the 3 separate crop years involved^ as the levels, ranges

$

and distribution of data representing the cotton fiber properties^ yarn
strength, and count-strength product varied more or less in the respec-
tive analyses

The correlation values (^ and ^ x 100) shown in tl^e previous
tabulation for commercially produced cottons in 19li8-50 and representing 3
dates of harvesting are somewhat smaller j and the values for their associated
standard errors of estimate (S) are larger, as corpared with corresponding
values reported in publication (18) for the 19i;5°U7 series of cottons c,

70 percent of the latter of iriiich comprised cottons from the annual variety
test series and 90 percent of vdiich represented early season samples o The
statistical values obtained with the 19ii$-ii7 cottons are shown on the
following page.
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statistical values

Coefficient of correlation (R)

Percentage of variance explained (R^ x 100)
Standard error of prediction (S), cap units
Standard error of prediction (S), percent

Analysie including
6 quality 3 fiber
factors properties

0.936 0.927
87.50 85.90

+126.00 +135,00
+ 5,80 + 6.20

The comparative statistical values obtained for the two series of
cottons, representing different sets of conditions, are in general line
with previous findings obtained in this aeries of studies. That is, better
correlation values have been obtained with cottons from the annual variety
test series and representing only first-picking samples than with cottons
grown under commercial conditions over wide areas, harvested by mechanical
and other methods, and representing throe dates of harvesting.

Net effect of respective cotton-quality factors <m count-strength
product . The average net effect of the respective factors on count-strength
product of all yarn sizes collectively for the 19i*-8-50 series of cottons
are revealed by the values of the respective beta coefficients and ranks of
importance listed below:

Factors Hank Beta values from analys is including
6 quality 3 fiber
factors 1/ properties l/

Tarn size ,,,,.,o«8o. »•••..»«. (1)
Upper half mean length ,..,,.. (2)
Filser strength , (3)
Fiber fineiaess (k)

Length uniformity ratio „.,... (5)
Grade index o..,.. 6». (6)
Percentage of mature fibers ,, (7)

-0.693 +
+ .387 +
+ .3i^9 +
- .182 +
+ .115 +
+ .086 +
+ .054 +

0.007
.008
.008
.011
.008
«003
.010

-0.691 + 0.008
+ M2 + .008

+ .381^ + .008
- .082 + .008

1/ The sign indicates the direction of the contribution of the inde-
pendent variable to the dependent variable.

It is of interest to note that all of the foregoing beta values are
statistically si^iificant| that is, all values are more than three times
their respective standard errors. Yam size^ as naturaLly is to be expec-
ted, showed the largest average effect on count-strength product of all
yam sizes collectively. The three most impoirtant fiber properties to
count"strength product of all yam sizes collectively are listed in order
of rank, aa foUowaj Fiber length, fiber strength, and fiber fineness.
The remainlsig 3 cotton-quality factors considered raisked in order of
importance as foUorkfis; Fiber length uniformity, grade, and percentage of
mature fibers.
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It also is of interest to note that the beta values representing the
average effects of upper half mean length and fiber strength toward count-
strength product of all yam sizes collectively were slightly larger when
only the 3 most important fiber properties were included in the analysis
than when all 6 cotton-quality factors were included. The beta value for
fiber fineness, on the other hand, was slightly larger in the analysis with
all cotton-quality factors. The effect of yarn size was approximately con-
stant in both instances, as no interactions are involved with this factor as

with cotton fiber properties.

Percentage contribution of the respective cotton quality factors to
count-strength product^ The average net contributions of the respective
factors to count-strength product of all yam sizes collectively for the

19h8-50 series of cottons are shown by the percentage values listed below

s

Factors Percentage contribution to csp by
6 quality 3 fiber

factors properties

Yarn size..,, ., ,,.. h8.91 h6o32
Upper half mean length,,,.,, ,,,,,,, 15.26 l8o95
Fiber strength », 12. UO lU«31
Fiber fineness..,. .....•, 3.37 o65
Length uniformity ratio, ,,..,,,,. 1.3U —

=

Grade index.,.,. «•,.,,,,• .75 —

=

Percentage of mature fibers,,,,,,,, ,30

Total variance in csp explained 82,33 80o23
Total variance unaccounted for 17.67 19o77

Total 100,00 100<,00

The foregoing percentage values were calculated from the reported
values for the beta coefficients, as follows: Square the beta values,
obtain the sum of those squares, calculate the difference between that
sum and the r2 x 100 x^alue (to reveal the amount of interactions and
residuals involved), and distribute the plus or minus differences among
the squared beta values in accordance with their relative magnitudeo
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